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From: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


Sent: Friday, May 17, 2019 3:25 PM


To: Sarah Gallagher - NOAA Federal


Cc: Garwin Yip


Subject: Re: Update on Clear Creek effects section-and, work needed over weekend?


Thanks, Sarah!


I don't know about other tasks at the moment. One item may be to help pull together any and all method


documentation that we have (I've had some sent along with the results) but I don't have it quite ready yet. If I


get a chance to get directions ready for that, I can send it your way, but otherwise I'd say to enjoy your


weekend. Actually, I think I'll send something to the team shortly to see if people want to pitch in this weekend


on non-urgent things (I'm sure I'll have so many takers.....). So stay tuned, but enjoy a few hours off ;).


On Fri, May 17, 2019 at 3:14 PM Sarah Gallagher - NOAA Federal <sarah.gallagher@noaa.gov> wrote:


Update: Clear Creek effects section: most recent versions are on the R: drive.


++2.5 and 2.6 Trinity-Clear Creek Effects DRAFT TO DISTRIBUTE was finalized at noon


++2.5 and 2.6 Trinity-Clear Creek Effects MASTER. I worked on some more edits/comments that I did not get


to before noon today. There are a couple things left that may be best Garwin and I talked about to get through.


To do:

++Finish last remaining comments and talk with Garwin about a couple points to get resolution.


++Finish citation list and reference ready for end note. Like I said-about 3/4 way done with this.


++Still need to make sure I&S tables and effects tables are the same-was waiting to see more final versions


from Brian and Joe.


I can spend more time finishing up tomorrow, and leave the things to talk to Garwin for next week. Am I


missing anything, Any other tasks that I can do to help things along this weekend with other parts of the


BIOP?
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